Please follow the below mentioned steps for Submission of Application for Students.

**Go to the following link**

1) [http://www.asemduo.org/](http://www.asemduo.org/)

2) **Click** [Apply Here] on “The 2nd Extension of DUO-India 2020 Call for Applications

3) **For Students**

   **Click** [GO] →

4) **LOGIN→**

   USE
   ID: IND120
   PW: Poor1975
5) Click Add Application

6) Please do not change the information mentioned in black and add the contents mentioned the below in red (as such)

1) CONTACT PERSON (should not be same as the information of the person of exchange)

Surname: Amalesh (No change)
Given Name: (No need fill up)
Position: Staff (to be filled as such)
Department: IRD (to be filled as such)
Address: IIT Delhi (to be filled as such)
Zip Code: 110016 (to be filled as such)

Tel: 91-9868605389 (No change)
Email: mamalesh@gmail.com (No change)

Student should fill rest of the information from S. No.: 2 onwards in the application form online